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PROPONENT NOTES

Use this column to add any additional comments

Energy Compact Title Every COP an Energy COP

Proponent name(s) * YOUNGO Energy Working Group

Proponent type * Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)

Primary contact name * Nicc Moeono

Additional contact name(s) * Ela Mesinovic

Region * Global

ENERGY COMPACT SUBMISSION
Energy Compacts have been identified as High Impact Initiative to drive SDG 7 and clean energy goals. The instructions alongside each line item will serve as a guide to support 

you in this process. All items marked with an asterix (*) are mandatory. Kindly supplement your application with any relevant files. Please note that by submitting an Energy 

Compact you indicate a willingness to align with the guiding principles and subject to appraisal against them. You can find the Energy Compact guiding principles here: 

https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/ec-expression-of-interest.pdf

Should you require further assistance, please contact us at un-energycompact@un.org with a copy to energycompact@seforall.org.

SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION



PROPONENT NOTES

Use this column to add any additional comments

Linkages * 7.1; 7.3

Target *

Advocate for 100% equitable access to secure and reliable energy systems for all young people 

worldwide including by 2030, achieve a 30% reduction in global grid transmission losses and enhance 

energy efficiency by 40%, with 2019 as baseline year

Linkages 7.1; 7.3; 7.b

Target

Boolstering youth advocacy to achieve a 25% improvement in global energy transmission efficiency by 

2030, aiming to reduce grid losses by at least 15%, thereby ensuring that 95% of youth worldwide have 

access to reliable and sustainable energy sources (in line with the science behind, keeping 2019 as the 

beaseline year)

Linkages 7.3; 7.a; 7.b; 13

Target

Increase in youth advocacy to a global just and equitable phase-out of fossil fuels, and adopt an 

emissions reduction strategy for all energy systems, at a minimum reducing absolute emissions by 45% 

by 2030 and 90% by 2050 to the 2019 level, and reach Net Zero by 2050 and beyond.

SECTION 2: AMBITION



PROPONENT NOTES

Use this column to add any additional comments

Relevant target *

By 2030, achieve a 30% reduction in global grid transmission losses, enhance energy efficiency by 40%, 

and ensure 100% equitable access to secure and reliable energy systems for all young people 

worldwide.

Action(s) & Outcome(s) *

Dedicated youth climate forum on energy at each COP going forwards, under Article 65 of Glasgow 

Climate Pact

Dedicated youth energy delegation, with at least 100+ funded spots, at COPs by 2025

Advocate for Policy Reform: Lobby for international and national policies that prioritize investment in 

energy infrastructure modernization, especially in under-served regions. 

Educational Initiatives and Workshops: Conduct global workshops and campaigns to educate youth on 

energy conservation and efficient usage practices.

Develop Partnerships: Collaborate with more than 100 technology companies, NGOs, and 

governments to pilot innovative energy projects in diverse communities. The drive for a clean energy 

revolution, crucial for alleviating energy poverty and spurring robust energy scurity, is key for many 

countries to attain a well decent energy trillema index by 2030. Youth play a pivotal role in this 

transformation as leading innovators of technologies with the potential to revolutionize global energy 

systems

Due dates * 2025; 2030

Financial commitment * 50000 USD per annum for various capacity builidng events 

Facilitating youth participation in national and 

international forums, conferences, and summits on 

energy and climate change, providing platforms for 

networking, raise their supporting voices, and 

advocacy.

Relevant target

Boolstering youth advocacy to achieve a 25% improvement in global energy transmission efficiency by 

2030, aiming to reduce grid losses by at least 15%, thereby ensuring that 95% of youth worldwide have 

access to reliable and sustainable energy sources.

Action (s) & Outcome (s)

Increase to more than 100,000 youth support and lobying for regional and international 

interconnections, smart-grid technologies, and energy storage, at the utility-scale, to improve grid 

resilience and reliability while enabling more Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) which promote grid 

decentralisation and energy democratisation.

Ensure young people's concerns shape decision-making processes leading up to and during every COP, 

countering the status quo set by industry lobbyists and politicians.

Create and shape the Energy segment of the GYS, YOUNGO Energy WG's seminal document, will 

encapsulates the collective voice of more than 100,000 youths worldwide, echoing their aspirations 

and demands for a just, equitable and secure energy future.

Empowering exponential increase for four-folds in youth participation by offering a platform for 

leadership, innovation, and collaborative efforts, enhancing their presence in key energy dialogues, 

especially at events like COP.

Involve 100,000+ youths from 120+ countries in digital energy education, mentorship, and team-based 

project coaching to cultivate a global network of skilled, future energy leaders.

Due dates 2030

Financial commitment 1 Million USD

Fund raising through barious organisations/companies 

for active involvement of members in various 

conferences and events, and to support young 

innovation projects

Relevant target

Increase in youth advocacy to a global just and equitable phase-out of fossil fuels, and adopt an 

emissions reduction strategy for all energy systems, at a minimum reducing absolute emissions by 45% 

by 2030 and 90% by 2050, and reach Net Zero by 2050 abd beyond.

Action (s) & Outcome (s)

Raising youth voices for a global phase-out of all fossil fuel supply-side subsidies by 2025.      

Youth participations towards raising demand target to double global investment in clean energy 

research and development, increase renewable energy deployment by 50%.         

Boolstering improve energy efficiency in infrastructure by 30% through enhanced international 

cooperation by 2030.                  

Increase youth participation in YOUNGO's Energy Working Group by 200% from the 2023 baseline to 

effectively advocate for a clean energy transition and counter the influence of the fossil fuel industry in 

diplomatic spaces. 

Publish the Global Youth Energy Statement annually, along with semi-annual interim updates YOUNGO 

Energy WG, to highlight youth's progress in contributing towards innovation, capacity building and 

ideas, and enhancing investor confidence in youth-led clean energy solutions

SECTION 3: ACTIONS & OUTCOMES TO ACHIEVE TARGETS



Due dates 2030; 2050

Financial commitment 1 Million USD

Approximate estimate for organsing various 

hackathons, RCOYs, LCOYs for along with semi-annual 

interim updates YOUNGO Energy WG as above.


